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Abstract 

The aim of this essay was to study the Swedish translations of the first two Harry Potter 

books, in order to determine if the translator had been able to preserve the style and 

humour. The focus was on invented words and names, and the books were read in 

parallel to find these words and expressions. The analysis showed that Fries-Gedin has 

been fairly successful in her translations, although there were some consistency issues, 

both concerning personal names and school subjects. In contrast, several objects 

containing references have been well adapted. In other words, the translation can be 

regarded as preserving both style and humour to a great extent. 
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1 Introduction 

The Harry Potter books are full of invented terms and names and they often contain 

puns or collocations. This makes the books fun to read, but it also makes them more 

troublesome to translate. It is difficult for translators to convey the same idea and keep 

the humour, while still agreeing with the source text. In this essay, the first two Harry 

Potter books and their Swedish translations are examined to determine whether the 

translator has been able to keep the puns and the humour. 

The first Harry Potter book, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, was published in 

the United Kingdom on 30 June 1997. About a year later, on 2 July 1998, the second book 

was published. The first translation of the Harry Potter books was into American 

English, since Rowling’s text contained many words that could be misleading or 

misunderstood by American children. Examples include words like sherbet lemon, 

dustbin and roundabout, which were translated into lemon drop, trashcan and carousel 

respectively (Olson, 2001). By now, the Harry Potter books have been translated into 67 

languages and sold over 400 million copies worldwide (BBC NEWS, 2001). The Swedish 

translation of the first book was published in 1999, and all the Harry Potter books have 

been translated by Lena Fries-Gedin. While Rowling has claimed the books were not 

written with any specific age group in mind, the UK publisher still intended the Harry 

Potter books for children aged nine to eleven. This resulted in a second edition in the UK 

with a cover more suited for older audiences as it became apparent adults as well as 

children enjoyed the stories. 

Harry Potter is an orphan living with his aunt, uncle and cousin in Little Whinging in 

Surrey, England. At the age of eleven, he discovers he is a wizard, and is invited to attend 

a boarding school called Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Upon contact with 

the magical world, he gradually learns his own history, which has been kept from him by 

his relatives. He learns that he has survived the attack from the main antagonist of the 

series, Voldemort, who killed Harry’s parents in the same attack. 

The magical world to which Harry is introduced exists side by side with the Muggles, as 

the non-magical people are called, and the wizarding world takes great care in hiding 

themselves. Thus, their culture is similar but not identical, and the wizarding world has 

developed its own society with its own customs, holidays and games. Rowling has been 
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quite creative with language and has not only reused mythical phenomena, and 

sometimes given them new definitions, but also created new items, games or animals 

and coined terms for them. This makes translation interesting, since many mythical 

concepts vary between language groups, and the coined terms often contain some kind 

of reference or pun that adds humour and life to the texts. 

1.1 Aim 

The aim of this essay is to establish how well the Swedish translations of the first two 

Harry Potter books agree with the source texts in terms of style, humour and meaning, 

and the focus is invented words and names. Names and expressions are often idiomatic 

or have cultural references, and, thus, the translation has to be adapted to convey the 

same idea, or the contextual meaning might be ignored in favor of a literal translation. 

The choices made by the translator are discussed in the light of translation theory and 

translation approaches. 

This essay also briefly discusses the issue of the age of the intended audience. Depending 

on if the text(s) are intended for children, young adults or adults, different approaches to 

translation might be more successful than others. 

1.2 Method and material 

The primary sources for this essay were the Harry Potter books, Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone and Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets together with their 

Swedish counterparts Harry Potter och De Vises Sten and Harry Potter och 

Hemligheternas kammare. The English and Swedish books were read in parallel, listing 

the original and translated names and made up words. These can be found in the 

appendices. This material was then analysed with the help of literary sources covering 

translation theory, strategies and approaches. 
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2 Background 

2.1 What is translation 

The verb translation is, according to the OALD, “the process of changing something that 

is written or spoken into another language”, which is quite a broad definition. Bassnett 

(1991:13), in turn, says that translation is the transfer of meaning from one set of 

language signs into another set of language signs, and thus puts more weight on the 

meaning or message of a text. Jakobsson (1959, referred to in Hatim & Munday 2004:5) 

elaborates further and has divided translation into three different categories; 

intersemiotic, intralingual and interlingual translation. Intersemiotic translation is the 

translation from a verbal sign to a non-verbal sign, such as the translation from text to 

music. Intralingual translation is translation within the same language, including 

rewording, summarising and paraphrasing. Translating from British English to 

American English could be viewed as an intralingual translation. Interlingual translation, 

lastly, is translation from one language into another, and is viewed as translation proper. 

The term translation should, in this essay, be understood as interlingual translation 

unless otherwise stated.  

2.2 Translation theory and translation issues 

Translation can be divided into several different levels, and is often discussed in relation 

to scaling properties such as ranging between literal or free, or putting more focus on 

content or form. Literal translation has often been criticised for ignoring that not all 

texts are the same, and ignoring important factors such as text type, audience and 

purpose of the source text and of the translation (Hatim & Munday, 2004:14). However, 

free translation has also been criticised, as it is difficult to draw a line between a free 

translation and paraphrasing, or between writing a new text with inspiration from a 

source text and translating. 

In this context, content or sense is the meaning of a word, clause or text, while form, or 

style, more relates to rhyming, collocations and idioms. Hatim and Munday (2004:10) 

argue that there is a dichotomy between content and form, and that form is basically 

untranslatable, in the way that the form often has to be altered to keep the content of a 

text. 
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The term equivalence is also important when studying translation theory. It is a key 

concept and is often defined as the goal for translation, although Bassnett (1991:13-15) 

claims that it is impossible to achieve an exact equivalence. She argues that a text never 

exists by itself, but is culturally dependent and that two languages never can represent 

the same social reality. Therefore, it is impossible to create an exact equivalent of a 

source text in the target language. Gullin (1998:40) even goes as far as to say that the 

translation is partly a text resting in the literary system of the target language, and 

partly a representation of the source text, belonging to another literary system. The text 

is, thus, never independent of the literary systems surrounding the two languages, 

including the cultures. Snell-Hornby (1995:15-17) agrees with Bassnett (1991) and 

brings up the example of the English term equivalence and the original German term 

Äquivalenz. They do not mean the exact same thing, but are still used as terms for the 

same concept, which shows that equivalence is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. 

Snell-Hornby (1995:19) continues to elaborate on equivalence by using Nida’s terms of 

formal and dynamic equivalence. A formal equivalence relies on the structure and form 

of the translation unit and is often useful when translating irony or idioms where the 

form contributes to the meaning. Dynamic equivalence, on the other hand, lends more 

focus to the meaning and disregards the form. Snell-Hornby’s example is the expression 

“Lamb of God”, which relies on the notion of the lamb as an innocent animal. A dynamic 

equivalence takes into consideration the corresponding concept in the target language, 

for example the seal in the Eskimo culture, and as such evokes similar feelings in the 

reader of the target text.  

As the example above shows, one of the most important parameters to keep in mind 

when translating is the audience. Nida (1999:82), just as Hatim and Munday (2004), 

discusses this, and also mentions the purpose of the text as an important factor to 

consider. The audience does not only mean the specific language group, but also 

subgroups within the language group based on age or social status. Depending on the 

audience, different words and expressions are more or less common, and there are also 

several diverging expectations on the knowledge of the source language culture. For 

example, children are generally not expected to be familiar with the source language 

culture to the same extent as adults, which means that a text intended for children must 

explain and clarify more. In addition, the purpose of a technical instruction text is not 
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very similar to the purpose of poetic or literary texts, and, consequently, the translation 

approaches and strategies must vary. In translating technical instructions, there are 

often very specific and detailed terms, and descriptions of processes or items, and these 

must be translated at the same level of detail. In poetry, however, the translation is 

instead more focused on conveying the same idea or the same feeling, while the form 

and words can be altered more freely. 

Both Hatim and Munday (2004) and Baker (1992) discuss the concept of the translation 

unit, and how translation strategies differ depending on the choice of unit. The unit is 

what the translator focuses on when translating, and several different definitions of the 

unit have been suggested. The word, the clause and the paragraph are three common 

definitions of the translation unit. Hatim and Munday (2004:17-25) argue that a literal 

translation is more concerned with the word as a translation unit while a free 

translation focuses more on clauses and paragraphs. They also introduce the idea that 

the translation unit could change depending on the context and situation. Baker (1992) 

discusses translation issues and strategies for several different interpretations of the 

translation unit.  She also acknowledges that the translation unit can change during a 

translation, and has to change to achieve a more successful translation.  

Klingberg (1986:17-18) argues that a source text should be manipulated as little as 

possible, and has a clear anti-localizing standpoint. Localization is a term for when a 

source text is adapted into the target language culture so that the setting of the text is 

moved closer to the target language readers. Klingberg discusses several different 

methods of adapting a text to its intended readers, apart from localizing, and explaining 

and rewording are his favoured methods. An explanation can be added inside or outside 

the text or simply replace the cultural element it explains, while a rewording keeps the 

meaning but omits the cultural element altogether. Klingberg (ibid.) also mentions 

several discouraged methods, such as substitution with equivalents, simplification and 

deletion. These are discouraged on the grounds that they violate the source text. 

When translating for children, it should be kept in mind that the original author has 

often made the adaptation he or she deemed necessary for the intended audience. 

Klingberg (1986:63) therefore argues that it is important to aim to preserve the same 

degree of adaptation from the source text to the target text. On the other hand, Klingberg 

(1986:11) says that a translation that does not adapt to the readers’ knowledge of the 
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culture represented by the source text may end up with a lower degree of adaptation 

than the source text itself, and this is also undesirable. Translating and adapting is a 

balance between staying true to the source text and producing a text that is relevant and 

interesting to the target language audience. 

As well as Klingberg (1986) and Oittinen (2000), Bassnett (1991:80) also mentions that 

there is a difference between translating for a knowing audience, and for an audience 

with little or no knowledge of the source language and the culture it represents. As 

already mentioned, this is particularly relevant when translating for children, as they 

generally have less knowledge of both the language and the culture of the source text. 

Oittinen (2000:73-74) discusses the two concepts of domestication and foreignization. 

Domestication can be seen as the same as Klingberg’s localization concept, while 

foreignization is a term for taking the reader to the text instead of taking the text to the 

reader, as is done with domestication. It is a method of translation where some trace of 

the foreign text and foreign culture is kept. In contrast to Klingberg (1986), Oittinen 

argues that domestication is unavoidable when translating, as the text is first and 

foremost changed into another language, which is domestication. Thus, it is not a 

parallel process but a part of translation (Oittinen 2000:84). 

2.2.1 Translation strategies 

Baker (1992:21-46) elaborates on translation issues and strategies when looking at the 

word level in a text. Many culture-specific concepts, such as concepts involving religion, 

food and customs, are difficult to translate since they are often unique and do not have a 

direct translation in the target language, or simply are not known at all. There might also 

be connotations and emotions tied to the concepts, certain expressive meanings, which 

are culture bound and difficult to convey without long explanations. Languages also 

make different distinctions and call for different levels of detail, and Baker (1992:22) 

brings up the example of Indonesian, which has different expressions for going out in 

the rain with the knowledge that it is raining, and going out in the rain without that 

knowledge. This distinction is not important in English, making it more difficult for 

translators translating from English into Indonesian to choose the right word, if it is not 

apparent from the surrounding context. 
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There are also differences in form between different languages, and in the frequency of 

certain forms. For example, the –ing form is common in English, while it does not exist at 

all in Swedish, which means that a Swedish translation of an English –ing clause might 

alter the form of the clause to a great extent. The last issue Baker mentions is the 

frequency of the use of loan words. The frequency of loan words can often represent a 

choice of style in the source text, which then has to be interpreted correctly by the 

translator. It could, for example, signify an academic approach or a different social 

status, and depending on the context, the target text might be adapted differently 

(Baker, 1992:21-46).  

Baker (1992:26-42) mentions eight common strategies for solving translation issues at 

word level: 

 translation by a more general word 

 translation by a less expressive word 

 translation by cultural substitution 

 translation by a loan word, or a loan word and an explanation 

 translation by paraphrasing using a related word 

 translation by paraphrasing using unrelated words 

 translation by omission 

 translation by illustration 

 

Translation by a more general word refers to superordinates and hyponyms.1 

Hyponyms are often specific to a certain culture, and another language will make 

distinctions on other levels and details. Thus, it might help to use a superordinate 

instead, which is fairly equal in both languages. Translation by a less expressive, or more 

neutral, word is in turn dependent on the same concept. One way of describing the 

expressive meaning of a word is by the emotions and images it evokes. This strategy is 

useful when the expressive meaning is particular to the source language, and has no 

counterpart in the target language, or when the closest equivalent to a word in the 

source language, has a quite different expressive meaning in the target language. These 

first two strategies are very similar; they remove some level of detail from the text in 

                                                        
1Superordinate is a term that denotes a general category which contains a set of subcategories. 
Hyponyms are these subcategories. Furniture is superordinate to chair, which in turn is a 
hyponym. 
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order not to present an inaccurate translation, but keep the general meaning. In 

contrast, a cultural substitution instead replaces an unfamiliar concept with a concept 

closer to the target language readers, and Baker (1992:33) brings up the example of the 

English “Cream Tea”, which is a meal with tea, scones and clotted cream. This is not 

something most other language groups are familiar with, and in Baker’s example, which 

is a translation from English into Italian, it is substituted with “pasticceria” (pastry). This 

is not an exact equivalent but it is a concept with which the target language readers are 

more familiar. 

However, the example of Cream Tea can also be handled by the next strategy, translation 

by loan word. Baker (1992:34) suggests that this is very common when translating 

culture-specific and modern concepts. The term or expression is then not translated but 

kept as it is, although a language-specific affix might be added, and sometimes an 

explanation is added inline or as a footnote. In comparison, translation by paraphrasing 

could be viewed as the opposite of translation by a loan word, as the word or expression 

is replaced by an explaining clause and not kept.  Paraphrasing is mostly used when a 

certain form is more common in the source language than in the target language, or 

when the concept is not lexicalized at all in the target language.   

The two last strategies, omission and illustration, are less common but not less effective, 

if used in the right context. Omission sounds drastic, but it can help the understanding of 

the text if the problematical element is not a key item in the text. The flow of the text is 

then not disrupted by long or complicated explanations. Lastly, illustration is an 

effective strategy when there is a lack of space and the problematic word is a physical 

object or otherwise easy to illustrate. An illustration can easily explain a concept when a 

verbal translation would require a long and wordy explanation (Baker, 1992). 

2.2.2 English as an international language 

Today, English is the native language for a large group of people, as well as the 

international language in business and organisations. Consequently, English is taught in 

schools in many countries, and English culture may be studied in more detail than many 

other cultures. This, of course, affects translation from English. Anderman and Rogers 

(2005b:16-17) discuss the asymmetry caused by the international status of English, as 

literature translated from English into a minor language is less adapted and adjusted 

than the opposite. This is due to English culture being dominant and considered to be 
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well-known to, at least, all European citizens. Translations into English, on the other 

hand, often contain more clarifications and descriptions as the culture of the source 

language is not generally known by the target language readers, and this is what 

Anderman and Rogers call the asymmetry of translation. Further, Campbell (2005:27-

29) argues that the position of the English language as a high status language is often 

forgotten, and that translations into and from English have to be analysed from a power 

relation standpoint. These translations can never be viewed as neutral and technical, but 

the status of the languages affects the acceptability of “translationese”. Gellerstam 

(2005:202) defines translationese as a term for more or less visible traces of the source 

language in the target language text, such as, for example, tag questions in translations 

from English into Swedish. Campbell (2005) claims that the higher status of English has 

made translationese in texts translated from English into minor languages more 

acceptable. 
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3 Presentation and analysis 

3.1 Personal names, place names and titles 

The Swedish translations of the Harry Potter books were made by Lena Fries-Gedin. In 

general, Fries-Gedin has chosen to keep personal names and place names intact. The 

setting in the books is mainly the fictional town of Little Whinging in Surrey, Hogwarts 

and London, and the translator has chosen to keep the setting and not localize the story. 

English place names are usually not translated into Swedish, and Fries-Gedin keeps with 

this tradition. 

Titles such as Mr, Mrs and Miss are also kept and just changed in accordance with 

Swedish capitalization rules, while other titles, especially descriptive ones, often are 

translated. Examples include Professor Dumbledore’s titles Chief Warlock and Grand 

Sorcerer, which are translated into Överstetrollkarl and Storhäxmästare respectively, and 

also the case of Aunt Marge, which is translated into faster Marge. These titles would not 

make much sense if not translated, as they describe a character’s relations to the world 

and other characters in it. Other such examples would be names that contain 

descriptions, such as Emeric the Evil and Ulric the Oddball, where the personal name is 

kept while the description is translated. They are translated to Emeric Den Elake and 

Ulric Den Underlige respectively.  

Titles such as Professor and Madam are spelt the same in Swedish and English, making it 

less important if they are translated or not, they could be read as either. One situation 

where a translation of names could have been suitable is in the case of author names. 

Many of the authors have names that are related to the books they have written, such as 

Emeric Switch and A Beginner’s Guide to Transfiguration or Newt Scamander and 

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. The subtle humour is lost when the book 

names are translated but the authors’ names are not. 

Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry keeps its unique name, but the descriptive 

part of the name is translated, resulting in Hogwarts skola för häxkonster och trolldom. It 

is quite a literal translation, which even keeps the form. The short name for the school is 

Hogwarts in both the source text and the target text. The two main titles the students 

can acquire in school, Prefect and Head Boy/Girl are also translated. Prefect is a common 

word, only used in a partly new setting, and as such is it directly translated into the 
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Swedish equivalent, prefekt. Head Boy and Head Girl are first translated in a relatively 

free way into “bäst i klassen” (En. best in class)2 but later in the first book the term förste 

ordningsman is established.  

There are a few exceptions to these general rules, namely personal names and place 

names that are translated or adapted into Swedish for different reasons. The first to 

mention is You-Know-Who, and He Who Must Not Be Named. These names could be 

regarded as personal names, but are more like noa words. They are treated as 

descriptive names and are thus translated. Since “you” could be both singular and plural, 

there are two translations for this name, Du-Vet-Vem and Ni-Vet-Vem, reflecting the 

different numbers of the addressees.  He Who Must Not Be Named is translated into Han-

Som-Inte-Får-Nämnas in the first book, but Den-som-inte-får-nämnas-vid-namn in the 

second. The first translation is questionable, on the grounds of the word named. The 

Swedish word nämnas is more closely related to mentioned (NEO) and does not include 

using his real name, while the English named does include the use of his name, not only 

mentioning. This is especially relevant in this context, as Voldemort is a main character 

and mentioned often; as with other noa words, it is his real name that is supposed to 

bring about bad luck. Therefore, the second translation seems more suitable. 

Other exceptions are the three house ghosts, Nearly Headless Nick (Nästan Huvudlöse 

Nick), the Fat Friar (Tjocke Munkbrodern) and the Bloody Baron (Blodige Baronen). 

These names are also descriptive and consequently they are translated. Nick is a special 

case, since his commonly used name is a nickname. His real name, Sir Nicholas de Mimsy-

Porpington is not translated. Additionally, there is the ghost of the girls’ toilet, Moaning 

Myrtle. Just as the house ghosts, her name contains a descriptive part that is translated 

in the target text. Her Swedish name is Missnöjda Myrtle. Fries-Gedin seems to have 

focused on the alliteration instead of focusing on an exact equivalent of the word 

moaning. The choice of missnöjd(a) (En. displeased, NEO) is close enough to provide a 

successful translation. 

Two names that have been altered in the translation are Bathilda Bagshot, which is 

instead Mathilda Bagshot, and Gilderoy Lockhart, which is Gyllenroy Lockman. 

                                                        
2 This convention is used to provide a quick explanatory translation, to support the 
understanding of the analysis. En. and Sw. are used to signify a short and direct translation into 
English and Swedish respectively. 
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Substituting Bathilda for Mathilda could be argued to serve a localizing purpose, since 

Mathilda is a far more common name in Sweden. It does not seem logical, however, since 

no other name has been adapted in the same way and Fries-Gedin has strived to keep 

the alliterations in many other cases. Secondly, Gilderoy as a name could have a symbolic 

meaning, as gild (to cover something with a thin layer of gold or gold paint, OALD) and 

gilded involve applying a nice surface to something not as valuable. This could refer to 

Lockhart since he is generally considered as having a nice appearance, but nothing 

beneath the surface. The meaning is partly preserved in the Swedish translation, since 

the Gyllen- part probably refers to gyllene (En. golden). On the other hand, it does not 

include the concept of covering something of lesser worth. In addition, the choice of 

substituting Lockhart with Lockman seems unjustified. Lockhart could be a reference to 

a place in Australia, a scientist or locking the hearts of the females, but none of these 

have any resemblance with Lockman. Lockman could be referring to locka, which means 

tempt or attract (NEO) and is relevant to the way Lockhart tempts women, but it is 

farfetched. 

Another name to have been altered is the name of the main antagonist. Voldemort is his 

taken name, but it is formed from his given name. In English, his given name is Tom 

Marvolo Riddle, which is an anagram to I am Lord Voldemort. Fries-Gedin has chosen to 

use Latin instead in the Swedish translation. The phrase is then Ego sum Lord Voldemort, 

and consequently Voldemort's given name has been changed to Tom Gus Mervolo Dolder 

to keep the anagram. The literal Swedish translation of I am would be Jag är, but as the 

letter ä is fairly uncommon in names, it seems to be a justified choice to use Latin 

instead. Fries-Gedin has, as mentioned earlier, mostly chosen not to translate names. 

Translating the anagram into Swedish, with the letter ä, would result in a strange 

emphasis on this name as it sets it out from the rest. Moreover, Latin is often more 

mysterious and magic sounding than Swedish to the Swedish reader. 

Lastly, a few minor names have been translated. Sir Properly Decapitated-Podmore is a 

humorous renaming of a minor character. The real name, Sir Patrick Delaney-Podmore, is 

not altered in the target text, but the play on words is translated, into Sir Helt-

Halshuggne-Podmore. In the source text, the mock name has a similar form and the same 

starting letters as the real name, but this is not kept in the target text. It is unfortunate 

since it adds another level of humour, but as the character is minor it is not as important 
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to keep it equivalent. A warlock mentioned in relation to a correspondence course, D. J. 

Prod, is also translated. His Swedish name is D. J. Petman. Prod could be translated into 

peta hårt på (NEO) in Swedish, so the names are related. But, it is not obvious why this is 

one of the few translated names. It is only mentioned once, and has no special 

significance to the story. In the context where it is used, which is a short comment about 

the effectiveness of the correspondence course, it is not an important pun. This 

translation, therefore, seems uncalled for.  

Furthermore, a few place names have also been translated or adapted. Most of them 

include some kind of description, or have a connotative meaning that is important in the 

context. These are The Leaky Cauldron (Den Läckande Kitteln), Black Forest (Svarta 

Skogen), the Forbidden Forest (Den Förbjudna Skogen), The Burrow (Kråkboet), Ottery St 

Catchpole (Ottery Saint Catchpole) and Knockturn Alley (Svartvändargränden). The first 

three are purely descriptive and they are translated rather literally. The Burrow, on the 

other hand, is translated with more focus on the connotations. Burrow means håla, lya or 

gryt in Swedish, which generally refer to a hole or underground area made for living by a 

fox or rabbit. But, burrow also refers to a place of refuge or shelter. The underground 

connotation could be the reason for Fries-Gedin to use Kråkboet instead, roughly 

meaning Crow’s nest. It keeps the untidy, unorderly air while not being underground. 

The reference to a shelter is lost though, there is no such connotation in the Swedish 

word Kråkboet. This is unfortunate, since The Burrow is a shelter and a safe haven for 

Harry, compared to his aunt and uncle’s place. Ottery St Catchpole is just spelled out, 

probably due to the short St not being as familiar to Swedish children. Lastly, Knockturn 

Alley is an area for the more shady shops with connections to Dark Magic, and a play on 

the word nocturnally. By translating the name into Svartvändargränden, Fries-Gedin has 

made it easier to make these connections. Svart means black, but is also used for dark in 

Dark Magic, referring to what can be bought in this alley and to the shadiness. In 

contrast, Diagon Alley (Diagongränden) is an exception to the general rule. It is neither 

descriptive nor has a connotation which is important in the context. However, its name 

is a play on the word diagonally, and this link is not preserved in the target text. It is 

simply localized, just as Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry is. 

The non-magical people are called Muggles by the wizards and witches, which is 

rendered as Mugglare in Swedish. The word muggle has a few different uses in English, 
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but this meaning was coined by Rowling. Thus, the translation is successful, as the word 

is simply adapted to Swedish. There are two other terms to refer to differences between 

magical and non-magical people, and these are Squib and Mudblood. The squib is a 

person born by magical parents but with no magical power, while the mudblood is the 

exact opposite, a person with magical powers born by Muggles. Both are derogatory 

terms, mudblood more so than squib. Squib is translated as ynk. Squib, according to the 

OED, is an insignificant or paltry person, referring to the fact that the child is born 

without the powers of its parents. The Swedish ynk is a reference to the Swedish words 

ynka and ynklig. Ynka is to pity, wail or moan (NEO), while ynklig means piteous or 

paltry (NEO). This translation, therefore, must be considered very suitable as it is almost 

a literal translation. Further, Mudblood is rendered as smutsskalle. Mud is translated 

quite literally into smuts, while blood (Sw. blod) is changed to skalle (En. skull). The 

reason could be that it is hard to form a noun in Swedish referring to a person with the 

word blod. Skalle is more commonly used than blod in derogatory compound words, 

such as dumskalle or svartskalle, referring to a stupid or black person respectively 

3.2 Objects, games and creatures 

In contrast to personal names and places, Fries-Gedin has generally chosen to translate 

most objects, games and creatures. The books especially have humorous names that 

could benefit from being translated. In the case of creatures and plants, Rowling has in 

many cases chosen to include and modify, or simply copy an existing myth around a 

creature or plant. As these references are often shared between Swedish and English 

through shared mythology, it seems a good choice to translate them to keep the 

reference for Swedish readers. 

3.2.1 Books 

Names of books are special, as they often contain puns and humour and are restricted in 

length. The Harry Potter universe contains many ideas and disciplines that are not 

present in “real” society, which can cause problems when translating names for, for 

example, course books. Fries-Gedin has been loyal to the original titles and made more 

or less literal translations, in contrast to common translation practice when dealing with 

“real” books. Their titles can often be altered or even replaced with something unrelated. 
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The first books mentioned are Harry’s course books for his first year. The Standard Book 

of Spells is translated as Grundhandboken om förtrollningar. In the English title, nothing 

is mentioned about a handbook, but it seems to be an acceptable adaptation to keep the 

form roughly the same. The word spell has no single equivalent in Swedish, but Fries-

Gedin has chosen one of the possible translations. As will be seen further on, spell is not 

translated consistently but changes with context. 

A History of Magic and Magical Theory are translated into Trolldomskonstens historia and 

Magisk teori respectively. These are two different renderings of the word magic that are 

possible in Swedish, and they are fairly suitably chosen. The first book is concerned with 

magic as a discipline, where trolldomskonst has more of an air of a discipline than, for 

example, magi. The latter title, Magical Theory, could be read in two ways, as the theory 

of the magical discipline or a supernatural theory. This ambiguity is kept in Swedish, and 

it is rather fitting, as book titles are often ambiguous or humorous. 

A Beginner’s Guide to Transfiguration, One Thousand Magical Herbs and Fungi and 

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them are all translated literally. The first is rendered 

as En nybörjarguide i förvandlingskonster. Transfiguration is the difficult word in this 

situation, and Fries-Gedin has used two different translations for this word throughout 

the texts. A few times, the term omgestaltning is used, but förvandlingskonst is the most 

frequently used. The second book is translated into Ett tusen magiska örter och svampar, 

a straightforward word-for-word translation. However, once it is rendered as Hundra 

magiska örter och svampar (En. One hundred magical herbs and fungi). This could be a 

mistake, but it could also have been changed since it has a better flow than ett tusen, 

although the more logical choice would have been to remove ett and just use tusen. 

Lastly, Fantastic Beasts is rendered as Fantastiska vidunder och var man hittar dem, a 

translation without problems. 

The last two books in Harry’s list of course books are Magical Drafts and Potions and The 

Dark Forces: A Guide to Self-Protection. Once again, there is magic and its problems. In 

this case, Fries-Gedin seems to have chosen to reorder the name to keep a good flow in 

the name. The Swedish translation is Trolldrycker och magiska brygder, and further on 

trolldryck(er) is used as an equivalent for potions. In the English name, magical could be 

read as applying to both drafts and potions or just drafts, but in Fries-Gedin’s Swedish 

version it is just applied to drafts. The Swedish word trolldryck already contains troll- 
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which is related to magic. The Dark Forces is rendered as De mörka krafterna: En 

vägledning i konsten att skydda sig själv. The English title is less wordy and more 

stringent, and Fries-Gedin has chosen to rewrite the form of the title and keep the 

meaning instead of using självförsvar (En. self-defence), which has the same form as self-

protection but is not as close in meaning. Nevertheless, the result is suitable, even 

though it is wordier, as it sounds very much like a book title. 

The second year at Hogwarts includes a new set of schoolbooks, primarily books by 

Gilderoy Lockhart for use in Defence Against the Dark Arts. These are all short 

alliterations on the form Break with a Banshee, which is translated to Kafferast med 

klagoandar. Fries-Gedin has preserved both form and alliteration in the translations, and 

the humorous touch is also present in Swedish. Most of these titles are more or less 

literally translated, only using a more poetic or humorous interpretation. In Break with a 

Banshee, break has been interpreted as a coffee break, kafferast. The same can be said 

about all his books; Gadding with Ghouls, Holidays with Hags and Travels with Trolls, På 

vift med vittror, Helger med häxor and Turer med troll respectively, and also Voyages with 

Vampires, Wanderings with Werewolves and Year with the Yeti, rendered as Vallfärder 

med vampyrer, Vandringar med varulvar and Stunder med snömannen. The Swedish titles 

are creative and humorous and very similar in form to the English titles.  

Apart from these titles, there is The Standard Book of Spells, Grade 2. The first grade of 

this series was translated into Grundhandboken om förtrollningar while this second 

grade is instead Standardbok i besvärjelsekonst, nivå 2. This translation more closely 

follows the English form, although the translation of spells could be questioned. As 

mentioned earlier, there is no perfect translation for spells in Swedish. The spell uttered, 

as in the stretch of words, could be translated as trollformel, but the spell as a magic 

effect is rather förtrollning or förhäxning. While spell is fairly neutral, förtrollning holds a 

positive air and förhäxning a negative. Depending on the context, therefore, it has to be 

interpreted which effect is intended. It is understandable that it is not translated 

consistently throughout the books, but it would be preferable to keep the book titles 

consistent as they are different levels of the same series. 

3.2.2 Other objects 

Apart from books, there are a few items which have made-up names, such as the Put-

Outer or Knut. These are translated, probably due to their descriptive nature or their 
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function in the text. The first object mentioned is the Put-Outer, rendered as Släckaren. 

Put out is a very general expression, but in this case the object is described as a silver 

cigarette lighter, used to put out the streetlights. The Swedish word for lighter is 

tändare, and the natural opposite is släckare, making the translation a good choice.  

Wizard money also has its special names. There are bronze Knuts, silver Sickles and gold 

Galleons, which in Swedish is rendered as knutingar, siklar and galleoner. The English 

names are largely preserved in their Swedish translations, only adapted in accordance 

with Swedish plural patterns. Knutingar could have been translated as knutar, another 

possible plural form, but as knutar means knots (NEO), knutingar seems more suitable. 

In addition, the Swedish sikel or siklar is a word for a coin or weight in the Bible, 

rendering this translation more suitable than keeping the c, sicklar. Finally, a galleon is a 

large ship used for war or trade. Fries-Gedin has chosen to keep the English spelling and 

not to preserve this link, as the Swedish word for a galleon ship is gallion.  

Furthermore, names for sweets are more descriptive and are all translated. The most 

special sweet is Bertie Bott’s Every-Flavour Beans, translated to Bertie Botts Bönor I Alla 

Smaker. The structure is not an exact equivalent, but the English construction would 

most likely sound odd in Swedish. Fries-Gedin has preserved the marketing value of the 

name, and also the meaning where the beans really can take any flavour. Furthermore, 

there are Chocolate Frogs, Pumpkin Pasties, Cauldron Cakes and Liquorice Wands. These 

four are all simple compounds and are translated in a pretty straightforward way; 

chokladgrodor, pumpapastejer, kittelkakor and lakritsstavar. Despite these simple 

constructions, there can still be translation issues, which are shown in two examples. To 

begin with, a pasty would in Swedish be translated as pirog (NEO), while Fries-Gedin has 

chosen the word pastej. Pastej is closer to pâté in English. Although this is a minor detail, 

it is significant as a Swedish pastej would not normally be considered a sweet. The 

second example is Liquorice Wands, rendered as lakritsstavar. A wand is usually 

translated into trollstav or trollspö, and this link to magic is lost in Fries-Gedin’s 

translation. It could be argued, however, that the context provides this link to magic 

without the need of spelling it out. The last sweet is also a special case, the sherbet 

lemon. This sweet is very popular in the United Kingdom, but rather unknown in 

Sweden, and as such has no good translation. Fries-Gedin has used two different, but 

related, translations, citronisglass and citronsorbet. The first is a lemon ice-lolly or 
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Popsicle, while the second is lemon sorbet. When it is first mentioned, it is Professor 

Dumbledore popping a sherbet lemon into his mouth. This cannot be done with an ice-

lolly, or sorbet, in the same way, which makes these rather inaccurate translations. And 

once again, consistency would have been preferable, even though the translation is not 

perfect, as this sweet is mentioned throughout the books as Dumbledore’s favourite 

sweet and the password to his office. 

Several things related to Quidditch also have their special names or terms. To start with, 

the balls used to play Quidditch are called the Quaffle, Bludgers and the Golden Snitch. 

Fries-Gedin translated the Quaffle as Klonken, probably due to the similarity with quaff, 

which in Swedish means dricka i stora klunkar (NEO). Klunk(ar) sounds fairly similar to 

Klonken, making this translation not too farfetched. The Bludgers, secondly, are rendered 

as Dunkare, both words relating to hitting something. Bludger is probably derived from 

bludgeon while the Swedish Dunkare is more related to the sound produced when 

hitting something. Even though the translation is not an exact equivalent, the words deal 

with the same concept and the Swedish term is a good descriptive name. Lastly, there is 

the Golden Snitch, which is den Gyllene Kvicken in Fries-Gedin’s translation. While the 

English term is more related to the action when catching the Snitch, the Swedish term 

instead deals with the behaviour of the ball. Kvicken roughly means quickie, and 

although the terms are quite different, the translation is successful. Kvicken is a name 

that works well in Swedish and it is easily associated with the quick fluttering ball. 

Other items connected to Quidditch are broomsticks. These have names related to flying, 

sweeping, the sky and the stars, such as Comet Two Sixty, Shooting Star and Cleansweep 

Seven. The Comet Two Sixty and Cleansweep Seven are both straightforward translations, 

rendered as Komet Två Sextio and Rensopar-Sjua respectively. They keep their air of old 

cars or some other old vehicle. The same can be said of the Shooting Star, translated into 

Stjärnskott. The Swedish name is not as obvious as a means of transport, though.  

3.2.3 Games, creatures and plants 

There are mainly two games mentioned in the texts, Quidditch and Exploding Snap. 

Quidditch is the main sport of the wizarding world and has a similar status to football. It 

is a nonsense word, and is not changed in the Swedish translation. Exploding Snap, on 

the other hand, is translated, although there is no Swedish word for the card game snap. 
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The Swedish term is instead knallkort. It is short and to the point, and keeps the style of 

an everyday game. 

Rowling has used a lot of old mythology concerning plants and creatures, and adapted it 

to the Harry Potter universe. One example is the mandrake, or mandragora which is said 

to scream a deadly scream if pulled out of the soil. Both terms are used for the same 

plant, and Mandrake is first translated as mandragora in Swedish, while Mandragora is 

instead alruna. The botanically correct name would be alruna, but throughout both the 

source and the target texts, mandragora is used for this plant. Mandragora has a more 

mysterious air to it in Swedish, but alruna was considered as having magical properties 

in older times and shares the mythology with the mandrake. It is not obvious why Fries-

Gedin has chosen to use mandragora instead. Another example of reuse of old 

mythology is the phoenix, translated as fågel fenix, and the mythology surrounding this 

creature is the same in both Swedish and English. 

There are also a few examples of made up plants and creatures, more or less unique to 

the Harry Potter universe. One is the Devil’s Snare, found in the Chamber of Secrets. It is 

translated as Djävulens Snara, and is a plant that silently twines itself around the limbs 

of its prey and it can only be fought with fire. The Swedish name keeps the mythical air 

and the idea of a possibly carnivorous plant. Another fictitious plant is The Whomping 

Willow, placed on the grounds of the school at the border to the Forbidden Forest. The 

Swedish name is Det piskande pilträdet. Whomp is not exactly the same as piska (En. 

whip) but it is a good description of what the tree does, and a good choice to keep the 

alliteration. 

3.3 Stores and school subjects 

The stores and school subjects are not as humorous as many other elements in the text, 

but they still render interesting situations for a translator, especially regarding style. 

Some store names are similar to book titles, in that they contain references or 

alliterations. The school subjects, on the other hand, have caused some consistency 

problems and many of them are also terms used in other situations. This is made 

apparent in the Swedish texts, as the translations are different, while there is no 

difference in the English source texts. 

All stores mentioned in the two first books about Harry Potter are located at or around 

the Diagon Alley, some at Knockturn Alley close to the Diagon Alley. Eeylops Owl 
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Emporium is one of the first shops Harry visits, together with Hagrid, translated into 

Eeylops Ugglemarknad, a simple, literal translation. Further on, they visit Madam 

Malkin’s Robes for All Occasions, which is rendered as Madam Malkins Klädnader för Alla 

Tillfällen. The translation of robes into klädnader is quite poetic, but there is no exact 

equivalent for robes in Swedish. As such, the translation of this name is appropriate. 

Flourish and Blotts is an exception among the stores, as it is altered entirely in the 

translation. The Swedish name is instead Boklund och Alster. The shop is a book shop, so 

the English title is most likely a reference to writing, with flourishes and blots. Fries-

Gedin has tried to keep a reference, but altered it to refer to books instead. Boklund is a 

combination of book and a common last part in Swedish surnames, making it sound as a 

name for a store owner. Alster (En. product, work, NEO) often refers to something 

written, and could also be read as a surname. To sum up, the reference in the English 

name is lost and replaced with another, suitable, reference. As all other store names are 

translated apart from personal names, it does not stand out and the choice to adapt it is 

suitable. 

In contrast, the last two shops have lost most of their references and humour in the 

translation. Quality Quidditch Supplies is mainly alliteration, there is not much else to the 

name. The alliteration is not kept in the translation however; it is instead rendered as 

Förstklassiga Quidditchtillbehör (En. First class Quidditch accessories), which has roughly 

the same meaning. Finally, Gambol and Jape’s Wizarding Joke Shop is shortened and 

simplified to Skämtartiklar för trollkarlar (En. Joke items for wizards). Both the style and 

the references in the personal names are lost in this translation. Gambol is most likely a 

rewrite of gamble and jape is another word for jokes, both references to the kind of shop 

they own. The Swedish name sounds very formal and anonymous compared to the 

English name, and, thus, the translation is not very successful. Although it might be 

difficult to keep the same references in the personal names if they are translated, they 

could have been preserved untranslated. This would have helped to preserve the style of 

the name. 

The school subjects have specific names that are repeated throughout the texts. Fries-

Gedin has translated them consistently, to a great extent, with only minor exceptions. Of 

course, forms and expressions are not always possible to translate literally, rendering a 

few names more altered than others depending on context. One such example is History 
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of Magic, which is an expression, used both as a name for a school subject and in titles 

for books. When denoting the school subject, it is translated as Trollkonsthistoria, while 

in one book title (A History of Magic) it is Trolldomskonstens historia. The reason for the 

different translations is probably to keep the book and the subject separate while still 

related. Transfiguration, also mentioned in relation to books, is another subject that has 

two different translations, Omgestaltning and Förvandlingskonst. Omgestaltning is only 

used a few times in the first book, and seems to have been dropped in favour of 

Förvandlingskonst later in the first book and in the second. It is a good choice, since 

förvandlingskonst most likely is easier to grasp than omgestaltning for Swedish children, 

although omgestaltning would be the more correct choice outside of this context. In 

addition, Förvandlingskonst is more easily connected with magic. 

Potions, Herbology and Charms have not rendered many problems, apart from the fact 

that both potions and charms could refer to objects or spells rather than school subjects. 

This is made more obvious in the translated text, as the words for the school subject and 

the objects are different. As subjects, Potions is Trolldryckskonst, Herbology is Örtlära 

and Charms is Trollformellära. While most of the English names contain nothing 

equivalent of -konst or -lära (En. discipline, art), Fries-Gedin has chosen to add this 

information to most school subject names. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Personal names, place names and titles 

In many ways, Fries-Gedin has chosen not to localize the target texts, as Klingberg 

(1986:17-18) suggests is most desirable. Both place names and personal names are 

preserved to a great extent, preserving the English setting.  The few cases where names 

have been translated or changed often involve descriptive names or titles, such as 

Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry or Head Boy. These are translated 

descriptively, and cases that would be hard to translate in the same form are rewritten 

with explaining paraphrases (Baker 1992). It could be argued that Fries-Gedin has 

favoured foreignization over domestication when translating these texts, working to 

take the readers closer to the source text (Oittinen 2000). It is also apparent that the 

status of English may have affected this choice. As Anderman and Rogers (2005b) 

argues, translations from English into a minor language often contain less adaptations 

and explanations, based on the dominance of English and English culture. It is possible 

to keep the very English setting in the Harry Potter books, with boarding schools and 

English customs, since it is fairly well-known to the Swedish audience. Nevertheless, this 

choice of foreignization is successful. 

Most of the personal names that are translated are done so effectively, as the only part 

that is adapted is the descriptive one. Many are adapted more or less literally, and 

names such as Emeric the Evil and Ulric the Oddball are good examples of translation by 

a more general or less expressive word (Baker 1992). Rowling has also made good use 

of alliteration throughout the texts, and this is reflected in some names. Fries-Gedin has, 

to a great extent, kept the alliterations and relied on a somewhat formal equivalence 

(Snell-Hornby 1995). Thus, the style of the text is preserved and the meaning might be 

adapted, but is still similar. 

There are a few questionable choices as regards translation. One name of a teacher in 

the second book, Gilderoy Lockhart, is translated. His name has a humorous character as 

it refers to his personality and looks, and this is made more explicit by translating. But, 

many other such names are not translated. This seems odd, since Fries-Gedin has been 

fairly consistent otherwise. Nida (1999) discusses the different issues with translating 

for different age groups, both in purpose and audience. The translation of Gilderoy 
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Lockhart could definitely be viewed as an adaptation to a presumed audience. On the 

other hand, persons such as Newt Scamander and Emeric Switch, which are authors 

whose names are references to their books, are not translated, and the humour present 

in the source text is lost in the same way that Gilderoy would have been.  

As most place names refer to real locations, they are preserved or simply changed to the 

Swedish name of the same place. The invented names, however, are generally translated. 

The descriptive names are translated literally, such as The Leaky Cauldron or Black 

Forest, while names with a connotative meaning have been given more thought. The 

Burrow (Kråkboet) is one of these, and it has several meanings. In this context, the 

shelter reference seems most important due to the importance it has for Harry, but 

Fries-Gedin has chosen to focus on the animal lair. At first, it could seem as a translation 

by a less expressive word, but as burrow refers to an underground lair and Kråkboet 

refers to a bird’s nest in a tree, this is not the case. Instead, Fries-Gedin seems to have 

used paraphrasing, using a related word (Baker 1992). This choice is unfortunate, and 

could probably have been avoided by using a cultural substitution. One example of a 

suitable translation could be krypin (En. nest, nook, den, NEO), which preserves the 

shelter reference and could be underground. 

4.2 Objects, games and creatures 

The most prominent objects are the books, as they have long, descriptive, and often 

humorous names. Fries-Gedin has, to a great extent, been able to preserve the humour 

and style of the book titles while still translating them quite literally. Book titles are a 

balance between dynamic and formal equivalence (Snell-Hornby 1995). They often 

contain puns or references that might be best represented through a dynamic 

equivalence, but a book title also relies on its form. Like any title or headline, the short 

and constricted form adds extra character to the name, rendering formal equivalence 

important too. 

There are a few consistency problems, mostly relating to words that have several 

Swedish translations or words that have no clear Swedish translation. Spells and 

Transfiguration are two clear examples. The Standard Book of Spells and The Standard 

Book of Spells, Grade 2 clearly show this inconsistency in the translation. The first is 

rendered as Grundhandboken om förtrollningar while the second is Standardbok i 

besvärjelsekonst, nivå 2. Not only is the translation of spells not consistent, but the whole 
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title is altered, which is very unfortunate. The link between the first and the second 

volume is lost between the two texts. While, as Bassnett (1991) argues, an exact 

equivalence is impossible to achieve, consistency is preferable. Transfiguration, 

secondly, is only included in one book title, but is also the name of the subject in school. 

There are two different translations for this word, Omgestaltning and Förvandlingskonst. 

Fries-Gedin seems to have translated this term using a less expressive word (Baker 

1992), and the reason might be the intended audience. It is likely that förvandlingskonst 

sounds more familiar to Swedish children than omgestaltning, so this adaptation is 

legitimate. 

The Chamber of Secrets also includes Gilderoy Lockhart and all his books. Their titles are 

short and written on the same form, based on alliterations. Fries-Gedin has used several 

methods to keep the form and alliteration intact, while not changing the meaning too 

much. More general and less expressive words are used, and in some cases there is some 

cultural substitution (Baker 1992). One example is Break with a Banshee, which is 

translated as Kafferast med klagoandar. Klagoandar is less expressive than banshee but 

still fairly close in meaning. 

Quidditch is another area where humour and references are common in names and 

terms. Fries-Gedin’s translations largely capture these references, for example the 

broomsticks. Their names resemble names for race cars or race horses, and this 

reference is preserved in Swedish. As was the case with the book titles, these names also 

rely on their form to convey their reference or humour. 

As most magical plants and creatures are based on existing myths that are shared 

between Swedish and English, they are translated literally. It is possible that children do 

not know all of these original myths, but, like Klingberg (1986) argues, the author has 

most often made the adaptation he or she deems necessary for the intended age group. 

Klingberg (1986) suggests that the translation should not be adapted more than the 

source text, and Fries-Gedin appears to have followed that rule. Even though the 

mythology behind mandragora is not commonly known among Swedish children, she 

has kept this name, as it is used in the source text. Therefore, the translation of plants 

and creatures must be determined as rather effectual. 
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4.3 Stores and school subjects 

There are a few translations to mention regarding stores and school subjects. The first is 

Flourish and Blotts, or Boklund och Alster as the Swedish name is. It is fully translated by 

paraphrasing using related words (Baker 1992). The English name is tied to writing, 

while the translation is tied to books and writings instead. Whether it is a paraphrase 

using related or unrelated words could be discussed, but nevertheless the translation is 

quite successful. Even though the names are altered, they are still on the same level, 

reference and style wise.  Secondly, there is Gambol and Jape’s Wizarding Joke Shop that 

is rendered as Skämtartiklar för trollkarlar. The names, and consequently their 

references, are lost in the translation and the style is different. It would probably have 

been possible to preserve the style and references if the names had been adapted 

through cultural substitution (Baker 1992).  On the other hand, Klingberg (1986) 

suggests that the source text should be manipulated with as little as possible. This still 

renders it a better choice to keep the names than to remove them entirely, even if they 

are not translated and adapted. 

Most school subjects are translated with an addition of -konst or -lära, a translation by a 

more specific word. This is the opposite of Baker’s (1992) suggested method, but in this 

case it is justified. Many of the subjects are ambiguous, as they could, for example, refer 

to an item or an action and a school subject. This ambiguity has no humorous or stylistic 

purpose in the text, and, thus, it is relevant to remove ambiguities when translating. 

Also, the subjects taught at Hogwarts are not the standard subjects taught in English or 

Swedish schools, but rather unique. The addition of  -konst or -lära then further clarifies 

what purpose these names have in the text and what they mean. 
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5 Summary and conclusion 

The aim of this essay was to establish if the Swedish translation of the first two Harry 

Potter books agreed with the original texts in terms of style, humour and meaning, while 

focusing on invented words and names. The English and Swedish books were read in 

parallel, listing words and their translations as they first appeared.  

Fries-Gedin, who has translated all the Swedish Harry Potter books, has chosen a few 

different strategies to handle these words and expressions. Personal names and place 

names have mostly been preserved, with a few exceptions. There have been a few 

questionable translations, in some there seems to be no reason for translating, and in 

others some of the humour has been lost. One example is Gilderoy Lockhart, which is 

translated, probably to keep the reference in the name. But, it is also unsuitable since no 

other name has been translated. Kråkboet, or the Burrow, is an example of where some 

of the style has been lost in the translation and the meaning has needlessly been altered. 

On the other hand, there are also examples of well-suited adaptations, where keeping 

the name or making a direct translation would not have maintained the humour or 

reference. This is especially true for objects and creatures, which are generally 

translated successfully. Humour is particularly present in the book titles within the 

texts, where the form contributes to the style and humour. Alliterations are also 

common in the book titles, and Fries-Gedin has strived to keep them. This means that 

both the style and the humour have been kept to a great extent. One such example is 

Flourish and Blotts, which is Boklund och Alster in the Swedish texts. The references to 

writing in the English name are changed to books and works, so as to make the name 

sound better in Swedish. Another area where style is important is the broomsticks, and 

Fries-Gedin has been able to retain the connotations to old racing cars in their names. 

One area that has rendered problems is the school subjects, as they are not standard 

school subjects but still require a certain form in the translation. In addition, many of 

their names have no single Swedish equivalent. This has unfortunately made Fries-Gedin 

translate them inconsistently in some cases, but in general they are well adapted into 

Swedish. For some subjects, Fries-Gedin has chosen to add an identifying suffix, -konst 

or -lära, which helps the reader to identify it as a school subject rather than an object. 
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In conclusion, Fries-Gedin’s translation of the first two Harry Potter books is essentially 

preserving the style and humour present in the source texts in terms of names and 

invented words. Although some choices are questionable, they mostly do not mislead 

the reader or hinder the interpretation of the text. But, translating names and terms 

consistently would, without doubt, have been favourable. 
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Appendix 1 – Words and expressions in the Philosopher’s Stone 

A list of words and expressions as found in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone and 

Harry Potter och De Vises Sten 

Page English Swedish 

7/11 Mr Dursley, Mrs Dursley Mr Dursley, Mrs Dursley 

 Privet Drive Privet Drive 

 Grunnings Grunnings 

 Dudley Dudley 

 The Potters Familjen Potter 

 Mrs Potter Mrs Potter 

10/15 You-Know-Who Ni-Vet-Vem (Du-Vet-Vem s76) 

 Muggles Mugglare 

10/17 Jim McGuffin Jim McGuffin 

12/19 Albus Dumbledore Albus Dumbledore 

12/20 Put-Outer Släckaren 

13/20 Professor McGonagall Professor McGonagall 

13/21 Dedalus Diggle Dedalus Diggle 

13/22 Sherbet lemon citronisglass 

14/22 Voldemort Voldemort 

14/23 Madam Pomfrey Madam Pomfrey 

 Godric's Hollow Godric's Hollow 

 Lily Potter Lily Potter 

 James Potter James Potter 

15/24 Hagrid Hagrid 

16/26 Sirius Black Sirius Black 

21/34 Aunt Marge Faster Marge 

21/35 Mrs Figg Mrs Figg 

22/35 Tibbles, Snowy, Mr Paws, Tufty Tibbles, Snowy, mr Paws, Tufty 

22/37 Piers Polkiss Piers Polkiss 

28/47 Dennis, Malcolm, Gordon Dennis, Malcolm, Gordon 

 Smeltings Smeltings 

 Stonewall High Stonewall High 

30/50 Little Whinging, Surrey Little Whinging, Surrey 
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Page English Swedish 

34/57 Tiptoe through the Tulips Trippa högt på tå genom tulpanerna 

36/59 Railview Hotel, Cokeworth Railview Hotel, Cokeworth 

40/67 Rubeus Hagrid Rubeus Hagrid 

 Keeper of Keys and Grounds Nyckelväktare och Egendomsförvaltare 

 Hogwarts Hogwarts 

42/71 
Hogwarts School for Witchcraft 
and Wizardry 

Hogwarts skola för häxkonster och 
trolldom 

 Order of Merlin (First Class) Merlin-orden (första graden) 

 Grand Sorcerer Storhäxmästare 

 Chief Warlock Överstetrollkarl 

 Supreme Mugwump Högste storpamp 

 
International Confederation of 
Wizards 

Häxmästarnas internationella samfund 

43/71 Minerva McGonagall Minerva McGonagall 

45/75 Head Boy 
”bäst i klassen” 

 Head Girl 

45/76 The Dark Side Den Mörka Sidan 

 Hallowe'en Allhelgonaafton 

 McKinnons, Bones, Prewetts McKinnons, Bones, Prewetts 

49/83 Diagon Alley Diagongränden 

50/84 Knuts Knutingar 

50/85 Gringotts Gringotts 

 Goblins Svartalfer 

51/86 The Daily Prophet The Daily Prophet 

51/87 Ministry of Magic Trolldomsministeriet 

 Cornelius Fudge Cornelius Fudge 

52/89 The Standard Book of Spells Grundhandboken om förtrollningar 

 Miranda Goshawk Miranda Goshawk 

 A History of Magic Trolldomskonstens historia 

 Bathilda Bagshot Mathilda Bagshot 

 Magical Theory Magisk teori 

 Adalbert Waffling Adalbert Waffling 

52/90 
A Beginner's Guide to 
Transfiguration 

En nybörjarguide i förvandlingskonster 

 Emeric Switch Emeric Switch 
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Page English Swedish 

52/90 
One Thousand Magical Herbs and 
Fungi 

Ett tusen magiska örter och svampar 

 Phyllida Spore Phyllida Spore 

 Magical Drafts and Potions Trolldrycker och magiska brygder 

 Arsenius Jigger Arsenius Jigger 

53/90 
Fantastic Beasts and Where to 
Find Them 

Fantastiska vidunder och var man hittar 
dem 

 Newt Scamander Newt Scamander 

 
The Dark Forces: A Guide to Self-
Protection 

De mörka krafterna: En vägledning i 
konsten att skydda sig själv 

 Quentin Trimble Quentin Trimble 

53/91 The Leaky Cauldron Den Läckande Kitteln 

54/92 Tom Tom 

54/93 Doris Crockford Doris Crockford 

55/93 Professor Quirrell Professor Quirrell 

55/94 Defence Against the Dark Arts Försvar Mot Svartkonster 

 Black Forest Svarta Skogen 

56/95 Sickles Siklar 

56/96 Eeylops Owl Emporium Eeylops Ugglemarknad 

 Nimbus Two Thousand Nimbus Tvåtusen 

57/98 Griphook Griphook 

58/99 Galleon(s) Galleon(er) 

59/101 
Madam Malkin's Robes for All 
Occasions 

Madam Malkins Klädnader för Alla 
Tillfällen 

60/102 Quidditch Quidditch 

 Slytherin Slytherin 

 Hufflepuff Hufflepuff 

62/105 Flourish and Blotts Boklund och Alster 

 

Curses and Counter-Curses 
(Bewitch your Friends and 
Befuddle your Enemies with the 
Latest Revenges: Hair Loss, Jelly-
Legs, Tongue-Tying and much, 
much more) 

Besvärjelser och motbesvärjelser (Förhäxa 
dina vänner och omtöckna dina fiender 
med de senaste vedergällningsmedlen: 
hårlossning, darriga ben, tunghäfta och 
mycket, mycket mer) 

 Vindictus Viridian Vindictus Viridian 

62/106 The apothecary's Apotekarboden 
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Page English Swedish 

63/107 Ollivanders Ollivanders 

63/108 Mr Ollivander Mr Ollivander 

65/111 He Who Must Not Be Named Han-Som-Inte-Får-Nämnas 

67/115 Hedwig Hedwig 

67/116 King’s Cross King’s Cross 

70/119 Ginny Ginny 

 Percy Percy 

 Fred Fred 

 George George 

70/120 Ron Ron 

71/121 Hogwarts Express Hogwartsexpressen 

 Neville Neville 

 Lee Lee 

72/123 Prefect(s) Prefekt(erna) 

74/126 Lee Jordan Lee Jordan 

 Fred Weasley Fred Weasley 

 George Weasley George Weasley 

75/127 The Weasleys Weasleys 

75/128 Bill Bill 

 Charlie Charlie 

 Head Boy Förste ordningsman 

 Captain of Quidditch Quidditchkapten 

 Scabbers Scabbers 

76/129 Mars Bars Marsstänger 

 Bertie Bott’s Every-Flavour Beans Bertie Botts Bönor I Alla Smaker 

 Droobles Best Blowing Gum Droobles Bästa Bubbelgum 

 Chocolate Frogs Chokladgrodor 

 Pumpkin Pasties Pumpapastejer 

 Cauldron Cakes Kittelkakor 

 Liquorice Wands Lakritsstavar 

77/130 Agrippa Agrippa 

77/131 Ptolemy Ptolemaios 

 Grindelwald Grindelwald 

 Nicolas Flamel Nicolas Flamel 
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Page English Swedish 

77/132 Morgana Morgana 

78/132 Hengist of Woodcroft Hengist av Woodcroft 

 Alberic Grunnion Alberic Grunnion 

 Circe Kirke 

 Paracelsus Paracelsus 

 Merlin Merlin 

 Cliodna Cliodna 

79/135 Hermione Granger Hermione Granger 

 Modern Magical History Den moderna magins historia 

79/135 The Rise and Fall of the Dark Arts Svartkonstens uppgång och fall 

 
Great Wizarding Events of the 
Twentieth Century 

Nittonhundratalets största händelser inom 
trollkarlsvärlden 

 Gryffindor Gryffindor 

80/135 Ravenclaw Ravenclaw 

81/138 Crabbe, Goyle Crabbe, Goyle 

 Draco Malfoy Draco Malfoy 

85/145 The Sorting Hat Sorteringshatten 

 The Great Hall Stora Salen 

85/146 The House Cup Elevhemspokalen 

86/147 Peeves Peeves 

87/147 Fat Friar Tjocke Munkbrodern 

88/149 The Hogwarts Sorting Hat Hogwartshatten Som Sorterar 

89/151 Abbot, Hannah (Hannah Abbot) Hannah Abbot 

 Bones, Susan Susan Bones 

 Boot, Terry Terry Boot 

89/152 Brocklehurst, Mandy Mandy Brocklehurst 

 Brown, Lavender Lavender Brown 

 Bulstrode, Millicent Millicent Bulstrode 

 Finch-Fletchley, Justin Justin Finch-Fletchley 

90/152 Finnigan, Seamus Seamus Finnigan 

90/153 Neville Longbottom Neville Longbottom 

 MacDougal, Morag Morag MacDougal 

 Moon Moon 

 Nott Nott 
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Page English Swedish 

90/153 Parkinson Parkinson 

 Patil Patil 

 Perks, Sally-Anne Sally-Anne Perks 

 Potter, Harry Harry Potter 

91/154 The High Table Honnörsbordet 

92/156 Sir Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington Sir Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington 

 Nearly Headless Nick Nästan Huvudlöse Nick 

93/157 The Bloody Baron Blodige Baronen 

93/158 Algie Algie 

 Enid Enid 

93/159 Transfiguration Omgestaltning 

94/159 Professor Snape Professor Snape 

 Potions Trolldryckskonst 

 Dark Arts Svartkonster 

94/160 Mr Filch Mr Filch 

 Madam Hooch Madam Hooch 

98/167 The Potions Master Trolldrycksläraren 

99/168 Argus Filch Argus Filch 

 Mrs Norris Mrs Norris 

99/169 Herbology Örtlära 

 Professor Sprout Professor Sprout 

 History of Magic Trollkonsthistoria 

 Professor Binns Professor Binns 

 Emeric the Evil Emeric Den Elake 

 Ulric the Oddball Ulric Den Underlige 

 Professor Flitwick Professor Flitwick 

 Charms Trollformler 

100/170 Transfiguration Förvandlingskonst 

103/175 Draught of Living Death Den Levande Dödens Saft 

104/176 The Forbidden Forest Förbjudna skogen 

105/177 Fang Fang 

107/181 Broomstick Kvastskaft 

107/182 Dean Thomas Dean Thomas 

108/182 Quidditch through the Ages Quidditch genom tiderna 
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Page English Swedish 

108/183 Remembrall Minnsallt 

110/186 Parvati Patil Parvati Patil 

 Pansy Parkinson Pansy Parkinson 

112/190 Oliver Wood Oliver Wood 

 Seeker Sökare 

113/191 Cleansweep Seven Rensopar-Sjua 

114/192 Beaters Slagmän 

114/192 Gregory the Smarmy Sliskige Gregory 

115/195 Fat Lady Tjocka Damen 

116/195 Switching Spells Förvandlingsformlerna 

116/196 Madam Pomfrey Madam Pomfrey 

117/197 Curse of the Bogies Spökförbannelsen 

118/198 Charms classroom Ett av sina klassrum 

118/199 The Charms corridor Trollkonstkorridoren 

119/200 Alohomora Alohomora 

122/207 Comet Two Sixty Komet Två Sextio 

124/209 Chasers Jagare 

 Quaffle Klonken 

124/210 Keeper Vaktare 

 Bludgers Dunkare 

125/211 The Golden Snitch Den Gyllene Kvicken 

126/213 Charms Trollformellära 

126/214 Wizard Baruffio Trollkarlen Baruffio 

127/214 Wingardium Leviosa Wingardium Leviosa 

136/230 Angelina Johnson Angelina Johnson 

137/231 Alicia Spinnet Alicia Spinnet 

 Marcus Flint Marcus Flint 

 Katie Bell Katie Bell 

 Adrian Pucey Adrian Pucey 

137/232 Bletchley Bletchley 

138/233 Terence Higgs Terence Higgs 

141/238 Fluffy Fluffy 

141/239 Jinx Förhäxning 

142/249 Nicolas Flamel Nicolas Flamel 
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143/241 The Mirror of Erised Erised-spegeln 

148/249 Invisibility Cloak Osynlighetsmantel 

145/244 
Great Wizards of the Twentieth 
Century 

Nittonhundratalets stora trollkarlar 

 
Notable Magical Names of Our 
Time 

Vår tids bemärkta magiska namn 

145/245 
Important Modern Magical 
Discoveries 

Viktiga moderna magiska upptäckter 

 
A Study of Recent Developments 
in Wizardry 

En studie i den senaste utvecklingen inom 
trollkonsten 

145/245 The Restricted Section Den Avskilda Bokavdelningen 

159/269 Leg-Locker Curse Benlåsningsbesvärjelse 

161/271 The Philosopher’s Stone De vises sten 

161/272 The Elixir of Life Livselixiret 

161/272 Perenelle Perenelle 

167/283 
Norbert the  Norwegian 
Ridgeback 

Norbert – den norske ryggdraken 

168/284 Dittany Dittany 

 
One Thousand Magical Herbs and 
Fungi 

Hundra magiska örter och svampar 

168/285 
Dragon Species of Great Britain 
and Ireland 

Draksorter i Storbritannien och på Irland 

 
From Egg to Inferno, A Dragon 
Keeper’s Guide 

Från ägg till inferno, handbok för 
drakskötare 

169/285 Warlocks’ Convention Trollkarlsavtalet 

169/286 Common Welsh Green Vanliga walesiska gröna 

 Hebridean Blacks De svarta från Hebriderna 

170/288 
Dragon-Breeding for Pleasure and 
Profit 

Nyttan och nöjet av drakuppfödning 

184/313 Ronan Ronan 

185/314 Bane Bane 

187/318 Firenze Firenze 

191/325 Anti-Cheating spell Anti-fuskförtrollning 

 Forgetfulness Potion Glömskedryck 

192/326 Werewolf Code of Conduct Varulvarnas uppföranderegler 

 Elfric the Eager Elfric Den Envise 
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198/337 Petrificus Totalus Petrificus Totalus 

199/338 Full Body-Bind Fullständiga Kroppslåsningen 

202/342 Devil’s Snare Djävulens Snara 
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Appendix 2 – Words and expressions in the Chamber of Secrets 

A list of words and expressions as found in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets and 

Harry Potter och Hemligheternas Kammare 

Page English Swedish 

10/16 Mr and Mrs Mason Mr och mrs Mason 

15/25 Dobby Dobby 

 House-elf Husalf 

17/28 He Who Must Not Be Named Den-som-inte-får-nämnas-vid-namn 

21/34 Hover Charm Svävarförtrollning 

21/35 Decree for the Reasonable 
Restriction of Underage sorcery 

Förordningen om rimlig begränsning av 
omyndigas trolldomsutövning 

 International Confederation of 
Warlocks’ Statute of Secrecy 

Internationella Trollkarlsförbundets 
sekretesslag 

 Improper Use of Magic Office Byrån för otillåtet utövande av magi 

24/39 The Burrow Kråkboet 

27/44 Lucius Malfoy Lucius Malfoy 

28/45 Gnomes Tomtenissar 

 Errol Errol 

 Hermes Hermes 

28/36 Misuse of Muggle Artefacts Office Kansliet för missbruk av mugglarprodukter 

29/46 Memory Charms Minnesförtrollningar 

29/47 Ottery St Catchpole Ottery Saint Catchpole 

31/50 Charm Your Own Cheese Trolla fram din egen ost 

 Enchantment in Baking Förtrollad bakning 

 One Minute Feasts – It’s Magic! Festmåltider på en minut – rena trolleriet! 

 Witching Hour Häxtimmen 

 Celestina Warbeck Celestina Warbeck 

32/51 Lockhart Lockman 

32/52 Gilderoy Lockhart’s Guide to 
Household Pests 

Gyllenroy Lockmans råd angående ohyra i 
hemmet 

34/55 Mortlake Mortlake 

 Committee on Experimental 
Charms 

Kommittén för experimenterande 
besvärjelser 

35/57 The Chudley Cannons Chudley-kanonerna 

 The Adventures of Martin Miggs, Martin Miggs, den märklige mugglarens 
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Page English Swedish 

the Mad Muggle äventyr 

38/62 The Standard Book of Spells, 
Grade 2 

Standardbok i besvärjelsekonst, nivå 2 

 Break with a Banshee Kafferast med klagoandar 

38/62 Gadding with Ghouls På vift med vittror 

 Holidays with Hags Helger med häxor 

 Travels with Trolls Turer med troll 

 Voyages with Vampires Vallfärder med vampyrer 

38/63 Wanderings with Werewolves Vandringar med varulvar 

 Year with the Yeti Stunder med snömannen 

39/65 Shooting Star Stjärnskott 

40/65 O.W.L HTB 

 Ordinary Wizarding Level Högsta trollkarlsbetyg 

40/67 Floo powder Flampulver 

43/71 Mr Borgin Mr Borgin 

 Muggle Protection Act Mugglarskyddslag 

43/72 Hand of Glory Hjälpande handen 

45/74 Borgin and Burkes Borgin & Burkes 

 Knockturn Alley Svartvändargränden 

48/79 Quality Quidditch Supplies Förstklassiga Quidditchtillbehör 

 Gambol and Japes Wizarding 
Joke Shop 

Skämtartiklar för trollkarlar 

 Dr Filibuster’s Fabulous Wet-
Start, No-Heat Fireworks 

Doktor Filibusters vatten- och värmesäkra 
fyrverkeripjäser 

48/80 Prefects Who Gained Power Från skolprefekter till makthavare 

 A study of Hogwarts Prefects and 
their later careers 

En biografi över skolprefekter från 
Hogwarts och deras vidare karriärer 

 Magical Me Mitt magiska jag 

53/89 The Whomping Willow Det piskande pilträdet 

71/121 Witch Weekly Häxornas värld 

72/121 Mandrake Mandragora 

 Mandragora Alruna 

74/125 Spellotape Trolltejp 

75/126 Colin Creevey Colin Creevey 

77/130 Order of Merlin, Third Class Merlins orden av tredje graden 
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 Dark Force Defence League Föreningen till försvar mot svartkonster 

 Bandon Banshee Klagoanden från Kilmore 

78/131 Ogden’s Old Firewhisky Ogdens gamla eldwhisky 

79/132 Cornish pixies Pixi-gnomer från Cornwall 

79/134 Peskipiksi Pesternomi Peskipiksi pesternomi 

80/134 Freezing Charm Fastfrysningsbesvärjelse 

86/145 Nimbus Two Thousand and One Nimbus Tvåtusenett 

88/149 Kelpies Bäckahästar 

90/153 Engorgement Charm Extranäringsbesvärjelse 

92/155 Gladys Gudgeon Gladys Gudgeon 

 Veronica Smethley Veronica Smethley 

94/159 Pepperup Potion Magisk uppiggningsdryck 

95/160 Headless Hunt De huvudlösa jägarna 

95/161 Sir Patrick Delaney-Podmore Sir Patrick Delaney-Podmore 

 Sir Properly Decapitated-
Podmore 

Sir Helt-Halshuggne-Podmore 

97/164 Kwikspell Kvicktrick 

98/165 Madam Z. Nettles Madam Z. Nettles 

 Topsham Topsham 

 Scintillation Solution Gnistersaft 

 Warlock D. J. Prod Häxmästare D. J. Petman 

 Didsbury Didsbury 

 Lesson One: Holding You Wand 
(Some Useful Tips) 

Lektion ett: Det rätta greppet om 
trollstaven (Några nyttiga tips) 

100/168 Care of Magical Creatures Skötseln av magiska djur 

101/171 Moaning Myrtle Missnöjda Myrtle 

106/178 The Chamber of Secrets Hemligheternas Kammare 

106/179 Mudbloods Smutsskallar 

108/182 Transmogrifian Torture Transmogrifiansk tortyrbesvärjelse 

108/183 Ouagadougou Ougadogou 

 Petrified Förstenad 

109/184 Squib Ynk 

110/186 Mandrake Restorative Draught Återupplivningsdekokt på Mandragora 

111/187 Mrs Skower’s All-Purpose 
Magical Mess Remover 

Fru Skurlunds allrengöringsmedel mot 
magisk nersmutsning 
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114/192 Godric Gryffindor Godric Gryffindor 

 Helga Hufflepuff Helga Hufflepuff 

 Rowena Ravenclaw Rowena Ravenclaw 

 Salazar Slytherin Salazar Slytherin 

120/203 Polyjuice Potion Polyjuice-elixir 

121/204 Moste Potente Potions De krafftigast värkande elixiren 

122/207 Babbling Curse Rotvälskeförbannelse 

 Homorphus Charm Homorphus-besvärjelse 

124/211 Lacewing flies Florsländor 

124/211 Fluxweed Blodnäva 

 Knotgrass Trampört 

 Bicorn Tvåhörning 

 Boomslang Afrikansk trädorm 

131/222 Skele-Gro Skeleto-väx 

138/235 Chameleon Ghouls Kameleontandar 

140/238 Swelling Solution Sväll-lösning 

140/239 Deflating Draft Avsvällningsdos 

142/242 Expelliarmus Expelliarmus 

143/243 Disarming Charm Avväpningsbesvärjelse 

143/244 Rictusempra Rictusempra 

144/245 Tarantallegra Tarantallegra 

 Finite Incantatem Finite Incantatem 

145/247 Serpensortia Serpensortia 

146/249 Parselmouth Ormviskare 

152/259 Sherbet lemon Citronsorbet 

155/265 Fawkes Fawkes 

 Phoenix Fågel Fenix 

159/271 Flying with the Cannons Kvastflygning med Kanonerna 

159/272 Sleeping Draught Sömndos 

171/290 Hair-Raising Potion Hårresningselixir 

172/293 Sonnets of a Sorcerer En svartkonstnärs sonetter 

173/293 T. M. Riddle Tom G. M. Dolder 

174/296 Aparecium Aparecium 

 Revealer Avslöjare 
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176/300 Love Potion Kärleksdryck 

 Entrancing Enchantments Kärleksförtrollningar 

188/320 Ancient Runes Made Easy Lättbegripliga fornrunor – introduktion för 
nybörjare 

191/325 Penelope Clearwater Penelope Clearwater 

194/329 Azkaban Azkaban 

196/335 Aragog Aragog 

199/338 Abyssinian Shrivelfigs Abessinska skrumpfikonträden 

215/365 Basilisk Basilisk 

 Parseltongue Ormspråket 

224/381 Obliviate Obliviate 

229/391 Armando Dippet Armando Dippet 

231/394 Tom Marvolo Riddle Tom Gus Mervolo Dolder 

 I am Lord Voldemort Ego som Lord Voldemort 

250/426 Exploding Snap Knallkort 

 

 


